FC2™ EMPOWERS WOMEN

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR SEXUAL PROTECTION AND PLEASURE

✅ THE ONLY FDA APPROVED for market female condom

🔄 DUAL PROTECTION in preventing both pregnancy and STIs

🚫 HORMONE FREE for women looking for drug free options

💰 FC2 IS COVERED with $0 co-pay by most insurance plans when prescribed by a physician

🚫 LATEX FREE for those with allergies or sensitivities

❤️ SOURCE OF PLEASURE for both users

💧 PRE-LUBRICATED inside and out

Try FC2 because we’ve got you covered!

INFO@FC2.US.COM
WWW.FC2.US.COM
FACEBOOK FC2 THE FEMALE CONDOM
YOUTUBE FC2USA
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
THE FC2 FEMALE CONDOM® IS EASY TO USE.
WITH A LITTLE PRACTICE YOU’LL SOON BECOME VERY COMFORTABLE WITH IT!

1. OPEN THE PACKET
   Carefully tear down from the notch. DO NOT USE SCISSORS OR KNIFE TO OPEN.

2. HOW TO HOLD
   Hold at the closed end, open end hanging down. Grasp the flexible inner ring and squeeze.

3. CHOOSE A POSITION & INSERT
   Squat, raise one leg, sit or lie down. Gently insert inner ring into vagina. Push up and back. Be sure it is not twisted. The outer ring remains outside.

4. READY FOR USE
   FC2 Female Condom is now in place and ready to use with your partner.

5. GUIDE
   Gently guide your partner’s penis into the vagina.

6. REMOVAL
   Twist the outer ring and gently pull. DO NOT FLUSH. DO NOT REUSE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
INFO@FC2.US.COM  FC2 THE FEMALE CONDOM
WWW.FC2.US.COM  FC2USA